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ARGUMENT

Allocation of System Value of Interstate Railroad to

Taxing State.

The Attorney General of California has been

granted leave to file an amicus curiae brief with

respect to permissible methods of allocating to a
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taxing state its proportion of an interstate rail-

road's predetermined system value, by whatever

method such system value may have been com-

puted. California, like Washington, is the western

terminus of several large transcontinental railroad

systems, and the situs of extensive railroad termi-

nal properties and expensive mountain construc-

tion.

This brief will be devoted principally to a con-

sideration of whether the several allocation factors

proposed in the course of this litigation adequately

reflect the distribution to a taxing state of the

value of terminal properties and relatively ex-

pensive road segments.

In assessing interstate railroad property the

vital importance to both taxpayer and taxing state

of the choice of a fair allocation factor is recog-

nized by Judge Webster in N. P. By. Co. vs. Adams

County, 1 Fed. Supp. 163, 192:

*'In arriving at permissible factors for allo-

cating system value, haphazard and reckless

averages cannot be struck, for a very small per-

centage of difference in allocation produces

large results when it is applied to a system

value running into the hundreds of millions.
''

Relative Net Earnings.

If available or computable, relative net earnings

by states would be the logical basis for system value

allocation. The reasons are briefly explained in

the reassessment opinion. (R. 2717-8.) In mak-
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ing the contested 1935 and 1936 reassessment, the

Washington commission has given two-thirds

weight to a factor based on relative net earnings

by states as computed by the so-called Turnburke

method. (R. 2758-2767.) If, by the use of this

method the commission has succeeded in deter-

mining with reasonable accuracy the true distribu-

tion by states of the system net earnings, its allo-

cation factor is clearly not vulnerable to success-

ful attack.

Relative Gross Revenues Properly Apportioned.

Relative net earnings is the ideal factor, but it

may not be available, either because net earnings

are not ascertainable by states in the particular

case, or because system net earnings either do not

exist or are too small to afford the basis of a rea-

sonably accurate allocation factor. In such case

relative gross revenues would afford a fair basis

for allocating system value provided the interstate

gross revenues are themselves apportioneS be-

tween states with due regard to investment in

property utilized, and to service rendered in the

terminals and on the feeder lines.

The record shows that in reporting to the state

regulatory and taxing boards the N. P. apportions

to states the revenue from each interstate shipment

in the proportion which the mileage of haul within

each state bears to the total mileage of haul upon

the system. Indeed, this seems to be the cus-

tomary method of interstate revenue apportion-
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nient followed generally by interstate railroads

for statistical purposes. Since, however, a very

high percentage of the expense of railroad freight

transportation is incurred in the terminals, the

distribution of interstate freight earnings on the

basis of line-haul statistics alone is wholly value-

less as a guide to the true distribution of either

system revenue or system value. This fact will be

demonstrated later herein.

Relative Depreciated Cost.

This factor was given one-third weight in the

Washington tax commission's reassessment, two-

thirds weight being accorded relative net earnings.

(R., 2766-7.)

As computed by the Washington commission this

factor represents the relation between the N". P. 's

state and system depreciated reproduction cost as of

June 30, 1917, at 1910-1914 prices as found by the

I. C. C, plus depreciated subsequent expenditures

for additions and betterments. (R., 2756-7.) Al-

though commonly referred to as the relative depre-

ciated reproduction cost factor, in practical effect

it represents relative "depreciated historical cost"

since the N. P. has adopted the I. C. C.'s reproduc-

tion cost figures as the best evidence obtainable of

the original cost of the property. (R., 989.)

The factor is briefly discussed in the reassessment

opinion (R., 2756-8), and its merits and the authori-



ties justifying its use are considered in detail in

King Countj^'s Opening Brief, pages 212 to 220.

The virtues of the relative cost factor are so ob-

vious that little need be added to what has been

said by appellants, King County et al. True, the

factor does not necessarily reflect relative earning

power, but it would seem that although the system

may have a value less than its depreciated cost, it

may still, in the absence of a showing to the con-

trary, be fairly assumed that relative cost neverthe-

less represents the true distribution of that system

value. Hence, in the absence of a showing of rela-

tive net earnings or properly apportioned relative

gross earnings, it is submitted that the best remain-

ing available allocation factor is relative depreciated

cost as computed by the Washington commission.*

Allocation Factors Proposed by N. P.

In reaching its conclusion as to the market value

of the N. P.'s Washington properties for 1935 and

1936, the trial Court used an allocation factor com-

puted by giving two-thirds weight to relative all-

track mileage and one-third weight to relative de-

preciated cost. (Finding XX, R. 822.)

In its appeal, the N. P. contends that the district

Court erred in failing to use an allocation factor

based on a straight average of the following per-

centages :

This conclusion is reached without having explored the merits of

either the Turnburke method, the Newell method or any of the other allo-

cation methods suggested by appellants, King County et al.
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(1) Washington's percentage of system operating

revenues computed by comparing the operating reve-

nues earned within the state with those of the sys-

tem—revenues from interstate traffic, both freight

and passenger, being apportioned on a mileage pro-

rate.

(2) Washington's percentage of car and locomo-

tive mileage, computed by comparing the total

freight and passenger car and locomotive mileage

operating in Washington with that of the system.

(3) Washington's percentage of traffic units,

computed by comparing the sum of the revenue net

ton miles and revenue passenger miles carried in

Washington with the same for the system.

(4) Washington's percentage of track mileage

owned and operated, representing the comparative

number of miles of all tracks owned and operated

within the state and for the system.

(5) Washington's percentage of the depreciated

cost of the physical property. (R., 12, 26; N. P.'s

Brf., pp. 7, 22.)

The factors contended for indicate the following

percentages (R., 12, 26) :

1935 1936

Assessment Assessment

(1) Relative gross revenue 27.06% 25.55%

(2) Relative car and locomotive

miles 22.51% 21.52%

(3) Relative traffic units 24.16% 23.52%

(4) Relative all-track mileage— 29.77% 29.74%

(5) Relative depreciated cost 33.24% 33.13%

Average of five factors 27.348% 26.69%
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The reassessment opinion contains an exhaustive

discussion of the method of allocation urged by the

N. P. (R., 2718-2753.) The commission's follow-

ing introductory statement is particularly signifi-

cant :

''The remarkable spread of these proposed

factors is impressive. As to the 1935 assessment

the factors range from 22.05% to 33.24%, a

difference of 50.75%, and as to the 1936 assess-

ment the range is from 21.52% to 33.13%, or a

difference of 53.95%. It seems that if the pro-

posed factor yielding the highest of these per-

centages is persuasive of relative value, the

one yielding the lowest percentage must have

little to recommend it, and vice versa/' (R.,

2719.)

And the validity of this criticism was seemingly

recognized by the railroad witnesses. (R., 1177,

1344.)

The reason for this 50 per cent spread is quite

apparent. Relative cost (No. 5) is the only one of

these five factors apportioning to Washington the

full value of its terminal properties and road seg-

ments involving relative high construction cost. To

whatever extent these other four factors be allowed

to reduce the apportionment factor below 33 per

cent the Washington terminals and relative ex-

pensive properties would be taxed in other states.

Thus, as already noted, the reported interstate

gross revenues from which the proposed relative

revenues factor is computed are apportioned be-



tween states on a mileage prorate basis which wholly

ignores both the relative cost of the segments of

line traversed, the value of branches as system

feeders, and the transportation service rendered in

the terminals.

Likewise, neither the relative car and locomotive

mileage nor relative ton and passenger mileage in

any way reflects the distribution of terminal values,

the value of branch lines as system feeders or rel-

ative construction cost.

The all-track mileage factor, it is true, does give

recognition to the distribution of terminal prop-

erties to the extent, but only to the extent, of the

sidings, industrial and yard tracks, etc., located in

such terminals. Since, however, equal weight is

given to each mile of track whether it be a bridge,

tunnel, or trestle, or whether it be located in the

desert, on the prairie, or in the mountains, or on

valuable urban lands, this factor fails adequately to

reflect either relative construction cost, or the rel-

ative value of terminal facilities. This factor can

have no purpose other than that of affording some

indication of physical property distribution. It

certainly reflects neither relative extent of use nor

relative use value of such property. So long as

relative cost was unknown, the use of the factor was

defensible, but now that the I. C. C.'s valuation has

simplified the determination of relative depreciated

cost which more accurately reflects the distribution

of the physical property, both line mileage and ter-
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minals, it seems both unnecessary and improper to

resort to relative track mileage.

It is to be noted that as of December 31, 1935,

the relation of the N. P.'s branch line mileage to

its total line mileage was 63.34 per cent in Wash-

ington, and 53.88 per cent outside of Washington.

(R., 2721.) These branch lines were, of course,

system feeder lines constructed to supply long-haul

traffic to the main stem. It needs no argument to

show that their value as such is in no way revealed

by allocation factors reflecting only relative traffic

density.

Measured by relative cost, 60.5 per cent of the

N. P.'s tunnels and 39 per cent of its bridges are

located in Washington. (R., 2723.) In 1917 the

N. P.'s cost per road mile was $69,201 in Washing-

ton as compared with a system average of $53,988.

(R., 2792.) This comparison unquestionably re-

flects the relatively high construction cost through

the Cascades and the extensive Washington termi-

nal properties.

The record contains a certified copy of the Freight

Traffic Report of May 6, 1935, prepared by the

Federal Coordinator of Transportation. (Defs.'

Ident., 64-B, R. 2881.) This report covers all traffic

handled by the railroads of the nation. (R., 2882.)

With respect to such traffic it appears that 54 per

cent of all rail costs are incurred in the terminal

areas (R., 2887), and that 37 per cent of all rail

costs are incurred in terminal yardings, i.e., opera-
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tions incident to the origination and termination of

the shipment. (E., 2887-8.)

In an earlier case the N. P. established that in

1934 20.85 per cent of its operating expenses in

Washington assignable to freight service was in-

curred in switching operations in ten terminals of

the state. (R., 2732; Test, of Peterson, R. 1503.)

In Wallace vs. Hines, 253 U. S. 66, 69, we learn

that North Dakota is a state of plains, and that the

cost of the railroads there is much less than in

movmtainous regions they had to traverse in other

states. The great and very valuable terminals of

the roads are in other states.

This being true, the following criticisms by the

Great Northern's counsel in their brief in the

Weeks case (297 IT. S. 135) of the state assessing

board's use of these mileage and traffic density fac-

tors in the valuation of the Great Northern's North

Dakota lines are particularly pertinent, and though

to be found in the record (R., 3107-3154), may well

bear repeating:

"The physical situation is well summarized

by this court in Wallace v. Hines, 253 U. S. QQ,

at 69, 40 St. Ct. 435, where the court said:

" 'As the law is administered, the tax

commissioner fixes the value of the total

property of each railroad by the total value

of its stocks (R. 3123) and bonds and as-

sesses the proportion of this value that the

main track mileage in North Dakota bears

to the main track of the whole line. But on
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the allegations of the bill, which is all that

we have before us, the circumstances are

such as to make that mode of assessment in-

defensible. North Dakota is a State of

plains, very different from the other states,

and the cost of the roads there was much less

than it was in mountainous regions that the

roads had to traverse. The state is mainly
agricultural. Its markets are outside its

boundaries and most of the distributing cen-

ters from which it purchases also are out-

side. It naturally follows that the great and
very valuable terminals of the roads are in

other states. So looking only to the physi-

cal track the injustice of assuming the

value to be evenly distributed according to

main track mileage is plain.'

^'2. The outside terminals and costly moun-
tain construction, while concentrated in short

mileage contribute as much to transportation

service and to system value in proportion to

cost and volume of plant as do the cheaper

portions of the road where the same investment

is spread over more miles. (Italics supplied.)

"It is obvious that a railroad could not exist

and function without terminals. It is in the

terminals that separate cars are combined into

large trains (R. 3124) so that freight can be

moved over the road in large volume, and it is

through the destination terminals that the large

trains are broken up and delivery effected.

Without terminals, cars would have to be
moved as they might come upon the road in

trains of from one to half a dozen cars and at
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greatly increased cost and at much higher rates.

It is perfectly apparent that the terminals play

as large a part in effecting the transportation

between consignor and consignee as do the

transcontinental tracks.

"The same thing is true of niountain tunnels.

By piercing a mountain with a single mile of

tunnel costing a million dollars, we may avoid

building a hundred miles of roundabout line

at an even greater cost. The single mile of

tunnel may contribute as much to the efficiency

of transportation as a hundred miles of round-

about trackage. Transportation involves not

only the overcoming of space resistance hut also

all other natural obstacles such as rivers and

mountains, (italics ours) Plant which is re-

quired to bridge rivers, pierce mountains or

elevate traffic over a mountain range contributes

as much to the final result as does the trackage

which is laid across a level prairie and which

overcomes nothing but space.

"It follows that a million dollars invested in

a single mile of terminals or in a single mile

of bridge or tunnel is as much entitled to a

return upon every dollar of the investment, as

is a million dollars (R. 3125) which is spread

out over 100 miles of prairie line. If this were

not so, no investor could be found who would

provide the funds for construction of the more

costly parts of the line. The fact that a million

dollars worth of investment is spread over more
miles in one state than in another is no indica-

tion that it contributes more to the total trans-

portation result or that it is entitled to a larger

share of the system value.
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"About 4 of all operating costs are incurred

in terminals. As measured by cost, therefore,

about J of the total transportation effort is ex-

pended in the terminals and J of the total trans-

portation service is performed there. This

would indicate that the use value of the termi-

nals, based on the actual service they perform

is a very substantial part of the total use value

or commercial value of the system.

"It is true that the system may not earn an

adequate return upon its entire cost and its com-

mercial value may be far below its reproduction

cost. * * * But however small the return may
be, the money which is invested in tunnels and

terminals is entitled to share in that return dol-

lar for dollar with the money which may be

spread out over more miles of cheap line in

North Dakota. (R. 3126)

"It is also obvious that whatever value the

terminals and costly mountain construction may
have is included in the total system value of the

property, when that system value is computed

upon the basis of earnings or stock and bond

prices. The stock and bond prices depend upon

the earnings and the earnings are the joint prod-

uct of all portions of the line and all of the serv-

ice. They are the result of the terminal and

mountain operations as much as they are of the

ordinary line trackage. Therefore, when we ap-

portion system value between states, whatever

the basis of apportionment may be, we are ap-

portioning a value which includes the value of

the terminals as well as that of the miles of road,

and we must see to it that the method of appor-

tionment credits back the terminal portion of the
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system value to the state where they belong and

that it does not spread them over intermediate

states. These propositions are axiomatic but

they are lost sight of in the arguments which are

advanced in favor of the mileage prorates of sys-

tem value and it is, therefore, important that we
have them in mind before discussing the effects

of the mileage prorates.
'

'With these elementary principles in mind, we
proceed to consider the question as to where

fliGse terminal values can lawfully be assessed.

(R. 3127)

"3. The right to assess and tax each portion of

a raihvay system belongs solely to the state

where that portion is located, (emphasis sup-

plied.)

"This proposition presents an issue which has

been in bitter dispute between the prairie states

and the terminal states for many years. The

terminal states contend for the right to assess

and tax the value of the terminals located within

their borders while the intermediate prairie

states contend that the terminal values should be

spread equally over the line and that they should

share in the assessment.

"The argument for spreading the terminal

values is that the road is a unit; that the ter-

minals are provided to serve miles of road in the

prairie states as much as to serve the miles in

the terminal states; and that it is the interme-

diate road miles which give the terminals their

value and that vnthout the intermediate road

miles, the terminals would have no value.
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*'It is equally true that the intermediate road

miles would have no value without the terminals

and that it is, therefore, the terminals which give

the road miles their value. It would be equally

sound to conclude that some portion of the road

mile values should be taken away from the prai-

rie states and credited to the terminal states.

"The fact is, of course, that either portion

without the other would have nothing but scrap

value. It is the combining of the two that raises

the value of each from a scrap value to a

cost or use value. In this sense, it is true that it

is the road miles which (R. 3128) create the use

value in the terminals, but it is also true that it

is the terminals which create the use value in

the road miles. We might go further and say

that every single mile of road creates the use

value in all of the other miles, for if a single

mile of road were permanently removed, the rest

of the road w^ould be useless.

"But when the road miles in the prairie states

are credited with the full use value which results

from their combination with the terminals, the

prairie states have been fully credited with ail of

the value that they are entitled to as a result of

their connection with the terminals. We cannot

go further and credit them in addition with some

portion of the use value of the terminals, any

more than we can credit the terminals, in addi-

tion to their own full use value, with some por-

tion of the use value of the road miles. It would

be equally sensible to argue that each mile of

road, in addition to its own full use value, should

be credited with some portion of the use value of
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all the other miles, because without it the other

miles would be useless. To credit one portion of

the railroad with a part of the use value of an-

other portion would be to leave the latter portion

without its full use value, and this would be con-

trary to the fundamental principle expressed

above.

"Taxes are levied against property to pay for

the exercise of the functions of government in

the state where the property is located. The
state where terminals are located provides the

police and fire (R. 3129) protection for the ter-

minal property. It also provides for highway
access, education of the children of terminal em-

ployees and of all other governmental functions.

The intermediate states provide none of these

things and incur no governmental expenses be-

cause of the terminal property. It is a universal

rule that property should be taxed where located,

and there is not the slightest reason for any ex-

ception in the case of railroad terminal property.
'

' However, an abstract discussion of the under-

lying principles seems unnecessary, because it is

so firmly established by the decisions of this

court that terminal values can be assessed only

in the states where the terminals are located and

that they cannot be assessed in part by the inter-

mediate states." (R. 3130)

The Great Northern attorneys then cite and quote

from Fargo vs. Hart, 193 U. S. 490, Wallace vs.

Hines, 253 U. S. 66, 69, and Rowley vs. C. & N. W.

By. Co., 293 U. S. 102, and also cite Pittshurgh, C.

C. d St. L. By. Co. vs. Backus, 154 U. S. 421, Union
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Tank Line Co. vs. Wright, 249 U. S. 275, and

Southeni By. Co. vs. Kentucky, 274 U. S. 76.

(R., 3130-3132.) Counsel then continues:

"In these cases, the apportionment had been

attempted upon the basis of miles of road only

and not upon a combination of several factors,

but they establish the proposition very definitely

that the power of assessing and taxing terminals

belongs exclusively to the states where the termi-

nals are located and that the terminal values can-

not be spread for purposes of assessment over

the intermediate states, and that any method of

apportioning system value which accomplishes

that result is necessarily unlawful.

"In the case now at bar the attempted appor-

tionment was based upon a composite of five dif-

ferent factors, and it remains to consider only

whether the unlawful spreading of terminal and

other out-state values is avoided by the composite

factors used by the State of North Dakota. (R.

3132)

''4. The factors used in North Dakota com-

putations unlawfully credit to North Dakota

values of terminals and mountain construction

actually located in other states. (Emphasis

supplied)

" * * * The five factors * * * were as shown

in the following list * * *
:

"1. Miles of all track 20.19%

"2. Physical property 13.84%

"3. Car and locomotive miles 19.90%

"4. Ton and passenger miles 18.65%

"5. Gross earnings 18.45%
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"The number of cars moved one mile and en-

gines moved one mile in and out of North
Dakota is computed by measuring the mileage

moved between the stations of origin and des-

tination and does not include any movement in

switching service in the terminals. Similarly

the number of tons moved one (R. 3133) mile

and passengers moved one mile includes only

the movement between the stations of origin

and destination and does not include any switch-

ing raovements.*
* ^f * * *

"The gross revenues credited to North Dakota
include all earnings wholly within the state and

a portion of through earnings on shipments

moving in any part within the state, equal to

the proportion which the miles of movement on

that shipment in North Dakota bear to the total

miles of movement of that particular shipment.

Here again the apportionment is made upon
the basis of miles of road over which the ship-

ment moves and is in no wise affected by the

fact that there may be terminals in one of the

states and no terminals in another. 92% of

all of the gross revenues credited to North Da-

kota consist of a mileage prorate of through

revenue, as the traffic in and through that state

is almost wholly interstate.

* In the present case the record shows that plaintiff's computa-

tions as to relative car miles, ton and passenger miles, and the mile-

age proportion of gross revenues, are computed on a station-to-station

movement, no credit being given for tonnage or car movements within

the terminals. (R. 1184, 1747-9).) While locomotive terminal mile-

age is included (R. 1141-2, 1184), in computing the locomotive

mileage in switching, the mileage is arbitrarily computed at 6 miles

per hour irrespective of the actual mileage. (R. 1475-6.)
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"The gross revenue ratio on each shipment is

therefore necessarily identical with the ton

mile (R. 3134), road mile or track mile ratio

on that particular shipment. * * *

"It is apparent, therefore, that the propor-

tion of car and engine mile, ton and passenger

miles and gross revenue in any state depends

entirely on the miles of road in and out of that

state over which the traffic moves, and that it

does not depend at all on the location of termi-

nals. As between two states of equal road mile-

age and equal traffic density these factors would
apportion the system value 50-50. The fact that

there might be valuable terminals in one state

and none in the other would not affect any one

of these ratios. If the terminals were origi-

nally in state A, the ratio would be 50-50, and
if they were later removed out of state A and
into state B, the ratio would still remain 50-50,

and the system value including terminal values

would still be apportioned equally. In other

words, these factors spread the entire system

value, including whatever terminal values it

may contain, equally (R. 3135) over all miles

of haul, and regardless of the location of termi-

nals in one state or the other.

"This would appear still more plainly if the

line of road were all located in state A, with

the shops and terminals located just across the

boundary in state B. Here 100% of the car

and engine miles, ton and passenger miles and

gross revenue (the miles of haul factors) would

be credited to state A and nothing to state B.

If these three factors were used alone, the

entire system value, including whatever value
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the terminals and shops in state B might have,

would be assessed and taxed in state A, and

state B, which actually contained the terminal

and shop properties, would have nothing to tax.

"We can again vary the case by moving the

state boundary a little further from the termi-

nals and leaving 10% of the road mileage in

state B. This state would now be credited with

10% of the system value including only 10% of

the terminals which are located 100% within her

borders. Again, if the state boundary were at

the center of the line, state B would then be per-

mitted to tax 50% of her own terminals and

state A would be credited with the other 50%.

In other words, the right to tax the terminal

values would depend not upon the location of the

terminals but upon the location of the road

miles. The state with the terminals would get

no more than its road haul proportion of the

system value and the state without terminals

would get no less, and we could transfer (R.

3136) the terminals from one state to the other

without affecting the apportionment of value.

(R. 3137.)*****
"It is true that the track mile factor is based

upon miles of all track including side and yard

track, instead of upon miles of road or miles

of main line only. This factor includes all of

the yard tracks in the terminals and so gives

some slight extra credit to the terminal states.

But it also counts every mile of cheap branch

line in North Dakota and treats each as being

equal to a mile of main line or to a million dol-

lar mile in the Cascade (R. 3138) Tunnel, across
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the Columbia river bridge, or in the large city

terminals. (R. 3139.) * * *

"It appears therefore that 4 of the 5 factors

used by the state, viz., track miles, car and en-

gine miles, ton and passenger miles, and gross

revenue, all tend to spread the terminal values

and credit them unduly to North Dakota. The
fifth of the five factors used by the state is the

physical property ratio, and as this is based on
reproduction cost less depreciation, it alone gives

full credit to the terminal states for their termi-

nal properties. However, this is only one of the

five factors used and has only 1/5 weight in the

result. (R. 3140) * * * it follows that in

the final result the physical property ratio was
given 1/12 (here 1/5) weight and the mileage

ratios were given 11/12 (here 4/5) weight. The
effect of using the physical property ratio in

this way is, therefore, that instead of spreading

the entire terminal values equally over miles of

road or miles of haul, only 11/12 (here 4/5) of

the terminal values are so spread and 1/12 (here

1/5) is credited to the state where the terminals

are located. (R. 3141.)

"Our conclusion that the factors used by the

state necessarily spread terminal values over
intermediate states might be put into syllo-

gistic form as follows:

"(1) The terminals and mountain construc-

tion located outside North Dakota have an actual

use value which is a part of and included in the

system earnings and stock and bond value.

"(2) The entire system value, including the

terminal values is apportioned among the states.

(R. 3142.)
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'^(3) Not more than 1/12 (here 1/5) of these

terminal values is apportioned to the states

where the terminals are located.

''(4) It follows that 11/12 (here 4/5) of the

terminal values are necessarily spread over all

states, regardless of location.

"The defendants contend that the use of these

mileage factors has been approved by this court

in Roivley v. C &N.W. By. Co., 293 U. S. 102,

55 S. Ct. 55, and in other cases. It would be

more accurate to say that assessments based

upon mileage prorates have been before this

court in cases where they were not condemned.

It is not correct to say that they were approved

because, while they were before the court, they

were not in issue. *There was no evidence in

the Roivley case and no contention by the rail-

road that the apportionment based upon miles

of haul did in fact credit any terminal values

to Wyoming. That contention was (R. 3142)

made solely with reference to the miles of track

factor. (E. 3143.) * * *

"We must remember that railroad service in-

cludes at least four elements: (1) providing the

plant and equipment, (2) keeping it in repair,

(3) performing the terminal service, and (4)

moving the traffic over the rails. The three

North Dakota factors showing miles of road

movement reflect only the fourth element out

of the total service, i. e., the road haul. But for

every mile of movement outside the state, the

company has to provide twice as much fixed

* "Questions which merely lurk in the record, neither brought to the

attention of the court nor ruled upon, are not to be considered as having

been so decided as to constitute precedents." ^Vehster v. Fall, 266 U. S.

507.
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plant on the average, and also to repair and

maintain twice as much plant, as well (R. 3145)

as performing a heavy terminal service. In this

respect an average mile of movement outside

the state represents more total service than an

inside mile, and while the three 'miles of haul'

factors indicate that about 18% of the miles

of haul are in North Dakota, this is no indica-

tion whatever that 18% of the total business is

done there or 18% of the total money earned

there, since the balance of the system, in addi-

tion to providing the other 72% of the miles of

haul, also provides nearly all of the terminal

and repair service and a proportionately larger

part of the total plant.

*'An average car mile in switching service in

the large terminals, which are located in other

states, requires about 15 times as much effort

and costs about 15 times as much in operating

expenses as the average car mile on the road.

In using a car mile ratio, ten or fifteen cents

worth of transportation service in North Da-

kota is assumed to be an equivalent unit with

$3.00 worth of transportation service in the Min-

nesota and Washington terminals, simply be-

cause both are spread over a mile of ground.

(R. 3146.) * * *

''We * * * pointed out above that one mile of

tunnel in one state might avoid the necessity

for 100 roundabout miles of track, and that on

every shipment, the car miles, ton miles, engine

miles, etc., wihch would amount to 100 miles of

haul if performed on a roundabout track might

be reduced to one if handled through a tunnel,

merely because of the fact that the company had
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put its investment into a tunnel instead of into

a roundabout track. Here * * * we have an
actual illustration of this on the Great North-

ern. The towns of Skykomish and Leavenworth,

Wash., separated by a mountain barrier, could

have been connected by 150 miles of 1% grade

over the summit or by 50 miles of line using

tunnels. The company chose the latter alterna-

tive at great cost, and by the erection of a costly

and valuable plant, thereby reducing from 150

to 50, the number of track miles, car and engine

miles, ton and passenger miles and the mileage

j)rorate of gross revenue between these two
points in Washington. Because a more costly,

more efficient and more valuable plant was built

between Skykomish and Leavenworth, the

amoimt of through revenue and the amount of

system value allocated to this segment of line

under the North Dakota formula are reduced to

one-third. The better and more concentrated

the railroad plant becomes the less it is worth.

On the other hand, the value which is thus taken

away from the (R. 3148) improved part of the

line is spread over the unimproved portions.

The effect is to give to North Dakota and other

states a correspondingly larger percentage of

the total system track miles, operating miles

and service miles and, therefore, of the system

value.

''Presumably the heavier tunnel investment

reduced operating expenses and thus increased

system net earnings and stock and bond values,

so that under the North Dakota method, North

Dakota and every other state would claim a

higher percentage of a higher system value, and
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therefore, several million dollars more value in

North Dakota because of the creation of valuable

property in Washington. Because Washing-

ton contained a more costly plant, North Da-

kota would be given a higher value and Wash-
ington a lower value than would be the case if

we had constructed a cheaper plant in Washing-

ton or had chosen the alternative of construct-

ing more miles of less usefulness and less value

in Washington.

''And after the original tunnel line had been

completed between Skykomish and Leavenworth,

Wash., the company built a still longer tunnel

at a lower grade and made other line revisions

at a cost of $26,000,000 which effected a further

shortening of 18 miles of distance and presum-

ably reduced operating expenses and increased

the system value accordingly. The effect of this

improvement'in Washington was to still further

reduce the per cent of all mileage factors (R.

3149) in Washington and to correspondingly in-

crease them all in North Dakota and other states,

thus again giving to North Dakota under the

state's formula a yet higher percentage of a

still higher system value, and giving Washing-

ton a smaller percentage, not because of any

improvement in North Dakota but because of the

creation of additional plant in Washington. An
assessment by North Dakota on this basis is

clearly an assessment upon property in Wash-
ington and is clearly condemned in Fargo v.

Hart and similar cases.

* ^f. * * *

''Still another vice of all of the ratios reflect-

ing miles of movement is that they ignore mile-
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age made in switching service in the terminals

and consider only the miles made in roadhaul be-

tween terminals. If there should be five or six

miles of switching service after the car reaches

a terminal, each of these miles costing as much
as 15 roadhaul miles, the effect would be the

same as if we excluded 75 to 90 miles of road-

haul service outside the state on each trip while

including the entire mileage made in North

Dakota. (E. 3151)

"We have seen that in computing gross reve-

nues earned in North Dakota, interstate reve-

nues are allocated in proportion to miles of road

only, and that 92% of all the traffic in North
Dakota is interstate. Approximately one-third

of the service in an average through haul (as

measured by cost) is performed in the termi-

nals and two-thirds on the road. The miles

made in terminals are given no weight what-

ever in coimputing the gross revenue ratio,

although they should be entitled to about fif-

teen times as much weight as road miles. It

follows that a prorate of interstate revenue in

proportion to miles of road is virtually a repe-

tition of the track mile ratio and accords an

excess of credit to a state like North Dakota.
u * * * y^Q submit that the spreading of

terminal values over North Dakota is demon-

strated :

" (1) By the fact that the terminal values are

included in the system value which is appor-

tioned among the states and that since they are

not credited to the terminal states, they must be

spread over all states.
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"(2) By the fact that a track mile is a meas-

uring stick of smaller volume when used in

North Dakota than when used outside, and that

miles of haul do not measure any part of the

total railroad service except the haul over the

road, and entirely fail to measure that part of

the service consisting (R. 3152) of the providing

of the plant, the maintenance of plant and repair

of equipment and the terminal service. As these

are performed more largely outside the state, the

three 'miles of haul' factors necessarily spread

them over all states in proportion to miles of

road haul only, and thus give undue credit to

North Dakota." (R. 3153.)

Mileage Prorate Apportionment of Gross Revenues

as an Index of Railroad Property Value Distri-

bution.

While, for statistical purposes, as already noted,

the mileage prorate affords a convenient method for

apportioning revenues between states, the resulting

figures are without significance as an indication of

the distribution of railroad property value.

The unfairness to a terminal state of the mileage

prorate apportionment of interstate operating reve-

nues is pointed out at length in the Washington tax

commission's reassessment opinion. (R., 2730-2753.)

The commission's discussion is persuasive and little

need be added thereto save perhaps to call attention

to certain pertinent evidence shown in the record.

The railroad map shows that the lines of both the

Great Northern (G. N.) and Northern Pacific (N.
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P.) extend from the Great Lakes to Puget Sound.

At Spokane, Washington, near the Idaho bound-

ary, each of these roads extends westerly across

Washington to their terminals on the Sound. But

through stock ownership in the Spokane, Portland

& Seattle Railway Company (S. P. & S.) each of

these roads also in effect proceeds southwesterly to

Portland and Astoria, Oregon, with branches (like-

wise mostly in separate corporate ownership) ex-

tending into the traffic-producing areas of Western

Oregon. The similarity of the S. P. & S. to the

Washington end of the N. P., both as to mileage,

topography, and character of traffic, is sho^^m in the

record. (R., 2122-2126.) The N. P. owns one-half

of the S. P. & S. stock (R., 1204), and the G. N. the

other half. (R., 1657-8.)

The record shows that a special traffic study of

the S. P. & S.-N. P. and S. P. & S.-G. N. carload

freight traffic covering four months of the year 1935

was made wherein the mileage prorate apportion-

ment of interline freight revenue was compared

with the actual divisions of such revenue made be-

tween the S. P. & S. and the parent lines. (R.,

1556-1583.) This study shows that as to all traffic

so interchanged the actual divisions to the S. P. &

S. exceeded its mileage prorate apportionment by

16.1 per cent as to the S. P. & S.-N. P. traffic (Defs'

Ex. 82, line B-3, R., 2955), and by 30.9 per cent as

to the S. P. & S.-G. N. traffic (Line A-3, same ex-

hibit). As to the east-west interline traffic the ac-
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tual divisions to the S. P. & S. exceeded its mileage

prorate apportionment by 42.68 per cent as to the

S. P. & S.-N. P. traffic (Defs' Ex. 83, line B-3, R.

2956) and by 32.29 per cent as to the S. P. & S.-

G. N. traffic (same exhibit, line A-3).

It would be difficult to find more convincing ]proof

of the impropriety of using the results of a mileage

prorate apportionment of revenues as an allocation

basis than these actual divisions voluntarily made

by two great transcontinental roads with their west-

ern terminal lines held in separate corporate owner-

ship, consistent as it is with the common practice of

division made between the transcontinental carriers

and short-line carriers.

Again, the N. P. 's operating properties in Oregon

and Wisconsin (each a terminal state) are conceded

to be valuable parts of the N. P. system. (R.,

1157-8.) Yet as to each of these states, the mileage

prorate apportionment of interstate revenues pro-

duces a substantial deficit in net revenue from rail-

way operations, i. e., gross operating revenues less

operating expenses not including taxes. (Defs' Ex.

68, R. 2920-22.)

CONCLUSION
For the reasons pointed out it is submitted that

in determining the percentage of system value of

an interstate railroad located in a taxing terminal

state

—

(a) Relative car and locomotive mileage, ton and

passenger mileage and mileage apportionment of
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gross revenues should be disregarded because wboUy

ignoring the distribution of terminal values, the

traffic-producing value of branch lines, and the

high expense of mountain construction;

(b) Relative net earnings by states if available

or computable with reasonable accuracy is the ideal

allocation factor;

(c) In the absence of reliable figures as to net

earnings by states, a persuasive factor is relative

gross revenues with interstate earnings apportioned

between states with due regard to the investment

in operating property utilized and to the terminal

services rendered therein;

(d) If neither state net earnings nor state gross

earnings are available, relative depreciated cost is

the best factor.
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